
Elevate Your Vulnerability Management Results with 

Frontline.Cloud

Understanding and addressing network and 
host vulnerabilities is an essential element 
of strong information security. Network 
penetration testing goes beyond the actual 
discovery of vulnerabilities, and into the work 
of actively exploiting vulnerabilities with real-
world attack techniques – to see if your IT 
assets, data, humans, and/or physical security 
can be compromised.

With Frontline Pen Test™, Digital Defense can 
impose a skilled and experienced team of 
testers against your network defenses to:

»  Determine the viability of select attack vectors

»   Identify high risk vulnerabilities hidden amongst a 
well sequenced attack against a set of lower-risk 
vulnerabilities

»   Identify vulnerabilities that are difficult or impossible 
to detect with vulnerability scanning

»  Assess the business impact of successful attacks

»   Test the ability of your security team to detect 
and respond to attacks

»   Provide quantifiable support for increased 
investments in security personnel 
and technology

»   Improve compliance posture, e.g., PCI DSS – 
which requires both annual and ongoing 
penetration testing
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Digital Defense offers its industry leading vulnerability 
management solution in powerful and 

cost-effective subscriptions:

Frontline Pen Test™ subscriptions available to complement 
Frontline VM and Frontline WAS on a project or recurring basis on 
internal, external or full network, and web applications.

Frontline WAS™ also available on a project basis per application*. 

*Single application defined as one Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). Trust the Original Cloud Security Provider
…Born in the Cloud …Built for the Cloud
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Digital Defense provides a multi-phased, 
in-depth pen test process:

 » Frontline RNA™ Scanner

 » Frontline VM™

(includes Frontline Security GPA® 

& Frontline Connect™)

 » Unlimited Users 

 » Quarterly/Monthly/
Unlimited Scan Frequency

 » Client Support Advocate

 » 24/7 Support

 » Frontline RNA™ Scanner

 » Frontline VM™

(includes Frontline Security GPA® 

& Frontline Connect™)

 » Unlimited Users 

 » Quarterly Scan Frequency

 » PCI Compliance Scanning 
& Reporting

 » Client Support Advocate

 » PCI Security Analyst

 » Compliance Remediation 
Guidance

 » 24/7 Support

 » Frontline RNA™ Scanner

 » Frontline VM™

(includes Frontline Security GPA® 

& Frontline Connect™)

 » Unlimited Users 

 » Quarterly/Monthly/
Unlimited Scan Frequency

 » Client Support Advocate

 » Personal Security Analyst

 » Vulnerability Remediation 
Guidance & Prioritization

 » 24/7 Support

 » Frontline RNA™ Scanner

 » Frontline WAS™

 » Frontline Security GPA®

 » Unlimited Scans FQDN

 » Unlimited Users

 » Detailed Reporting 
including OWASP Top 10

 » Client Support Advocate

 » 24/7 Support



Frontline Vulnerability Manager™ (Frontline VM™) is the industry’s most comprehensive, 
accurate, user-friendly vulnerability management software – bar none.

Awarded a 5-star rating and Best Buy Designation by SC Magazine, Frontline VM puts 
security innovation at your fingertips, leveraging the Frontline.Cloud advanced technology to 
simplify vulnerability management through easy to use features.

Frontline VM key features include:

»  Dynamic dashboard, data analysis and reconciliation

»   Automated asset classification, risk prioritization 
and remediation assignment

»   Concise, actionable intelligence with step by step 
instructions on how to quickly fix vulnerabilities

»   Authorized user access from any location

»   Customized user permissions and rules

»   Workflow management with assignment 
tracking system

»   Trending and labeling notifications, 
highlighting unmitigated vulnerabilities and 
new asset discoveries

»   Frontline Security GPA®, a clear, easy to understand 
rating of your organization’s security posture

Seamlessly integrate with 
Complementary Security Technologies

Frontline Connect™, a RESTful API for intelligent security 
data exchange, integrates seamlessly with security 
workflow management platforms and SIEMs.

Smarter. Faster. More Accurate.
At Digital Defense, we know the importance of optimizing the time and resources to ensure 
your information security program is performing and protecting your environment. But 
what about your web applications?

»   Unparalleled accuracy with minimal consumption 
of resources

»   Easy deployment and configuration

»   High-level dashboards at the scan level and a per 
web application to easily expose overall security 
postures at various levels

»   “Blind Spot” coverage commonly missed by other 
web application assessment technologies

»   Prioritization of the most critical vulnerabilities, 
saving organizations valuable resources through 
targeted remediation efforts

»   Tracking of and trending on new, recurred 
and fixed vulnerabilities

»   Intuitive results navigation

Frontline Web Application Scanning™ (Frontline WAS™) has been developed to provide 
the highest level of dynamic web application testing results through a system that is easily 
deployed and maintained.

Frontline WAS provides:

»   Active view - web application scan data 
management across all web application 
scan activities

»   Robust filtering - providing the data and 
views you want instantly

»   Dynamic reporting / visualization

»   Security GPA® trending that offers a 
dynamic view of your security posture

»   Detailed reporting to address OWASP Top 10

»   Ability to compare Frontline VM and WAS 
Assets Ratings automatically, with no manual 
intervention required

»   ...and more!

Quick. Comprehensive. Accurate.

»   Avoid the cost, startup time, and complexity 
associated with hybrid environments and 
multiple management consoles 

»   Automate the time-intensive process of VPC 
connection setup and maintenance – where non-
native cloud solutions force a manual process

»   Easily address VA/VM needs in a GDPR- 
compliant manner

»   Benefit from patented technology that was 
named Best Scan Engine by Frost & Sullivan

•   Low asset abrasion - gentler to devices 
and networks 

•     Cross-context auditing for more thorough 
assessment of network assets

•   Scan large networks quickly without 
abandoned or incomplete results

•   No pre-knowledge of network configuration 
needed – our intelligent scanner does the 
hard work

•   Backed by a team of experts including highly 
credentialed security analysts, vulnerability 
researchers and client advocates with 24/7 
support available

Get Your Head in the Cloud:

Frontline.Cloud 
Now residing in AWS!
At Digital Defense, our proven, industry-recognized 
solutions have been leveraged by clients since 1999.

We’re native to the cloud, and through the evolution of 
our technology and market demand, our Frontline.Cloud 
platform continues to provide organizations with a robust, 
yet easy to deploy VM solution that can be trusted to deliver 
unparalleled results, while lifting the administrative burden 
associated with premise and hybrid solutions.


